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Schematic h, scrcrmbld facoo (stiwrli diffgine from rhmutic feces in that the @tione 
of the  eye^, noma, and mauths m anmnrlnar, but coabtmt from trial to trial), and individual 
face components were pmmtd in-a tachiatmcqm 'followed by a patterned ma& Following. 
tbe ma& dtba four altarnative moutha or four altarnative of eyea ware pmented, 
and sabjecta wam rsqPkwl to choose among the alfmmtivea for the feature that bad been 
pmmtdintbe ' d i s p k y . P d ~ n r a b e s t w b a n t b e o r i g i d d i s p k y c u n -  
(rhd d y  in&--- fatumu, and it ru n n t  wban acmmbhi hsr m ' 

rtknuti,thpr-.- by Ham. H a m  and &hutZ (1976). Con- . 
to thdr fbdbgs, howver, the effect of feature scrunbikrg wm greater on recognititm of eybs 
tbmnonmmths. 

Horn, Haver, and Scfiwartz (1976) have recendy the W 7, subending a of about .4 1 ded. The poin 
fouDd ktter re-tion performvlca on dematic of e y a  Ud the mouth v a e  ~ ~ p r o d u d ~ m  (black-and-white Liae 

drawing) of para of highly emotional f ~ a r  used in a number of faces than on scrambled versions of these schematic mnupl on ,o&n iden-tia rrpond by 
faces in which the head outline contained, from top to ~k- (1973). htd outliwr had - w m  
bottom a nose, a mouth. and a oair of eves. In addition. in s h w ,  and bd heid~t and ~ t h  of 2.67 and 2.1 1 dep. 
they f&d t&t -- besi when the face -&IY. In the the dLIPlrea b s m  the cm& 

of the eyea and the can- of t h c m u t h  was 1.08 dog. The 
c o m ~ I I C n Q  fnau* mnr* W) wen panted in wow &-in the -b&d.fra *u .79 d* 
isolation. These e f fW were demonstrated using a 
forced-chdce recognition procedure in which the impact 
of sophisticated guesing wor removed by equally 
combining ail alternative feature imanca It wodd 
seem that the effect due to scrambling demonstrated 
in this work belone to a clost of limillr effects that have 
been under study recently, including word-superiority 
effects (e.g., Reicher, 1969)- effects of scrambling 
scenes (Biedeni,  GLn, & Stacy, 1973), and object- 
superiority effects (e.g., Weismin & Harris, 1974). 
While these other phenomena have received considerable 
empirical attention, however, the effect of scrambling 
on the recognition of fada features has not. In the 
pment study, therefore, we sought to better establish 
the empirical base of this effect by replicating and 
extending the basic experiment of Homn et al. (1976). 

Subjccta 
The subjects asn 36 undagmdmte rmdanu kom the 

Unirersity of Mitbigaa Pmkipah in the experiment was part 
of a coune nquimnmf 

Stimuli 
Sixteai schematic h a  and sixteen -bled vmionr of 

thac  fa- were c o m c t e d  from a sat of four mouths, four 
pain of ye3 and one n o a  (roughly 1- like an inversion of 

This m d  was conducted while ths fint author was 
supported by a H o n n  H. Racirhnm pmdoctd fellowdup 
from the University of W(idriguL The mearch was a h  pudPlly 
supported by N a t i d  Science Foundation Gnnt BNS77-16887 
to the record author. We than& Donrki Horn for pnmission 
to usc his stimuli in a portion of t b i ~ ~  snrdy. 

p.ia 
Two types of trkl b&ckr w a c  con8tructed: Mocks of fa- 

d ramrbbd face& rad blodtr in which id r t ed  compolwnta 
am pmsmted. indf*idurlly. Olr each uial in both typa of 
bbctr .  tho subjoc! bd to cfrooaa among eitha four alternative 
mouths or four dtmmtira prin of wea afta vim tho aim 
Ulpr Of COIL IS^ thoan a l ~ ~  ware the sutw cornpantnu 
as U d  for stimulw comtnutbn. Each bbck of the 
f a m / ~ l d - f a m  variety cwrirtd of 64 trinlr. 32 with each 
t yp  of stlmuhc using 1 combination8 of eye and mouth 
fmtara (once ttating for the amact almmtive eye% oacs foz 
the mouth). Each block of isolated compomnu consisted of 
16 rrklr, two presentatiom a r h  of the e i d t  possible component 
e y a  or mouths. Epch subject waa givan four facdscrambled-face 
bl& (the flm was a p n c b  block) and three individual 
component biodu ruch that ths bloclu of one type were 
dano ted  with those of tho other type. The total number of 
trhlr in the arpaimant was 304 for uch subject. 

Rocdm 
The stimuli w a e  pmented in a three-f~ld tachistoscope 

(Scientific Prototype, Model CB). Each facelscramblal-face 
trial proceeded u follows: A schematic head outline S C N ~  u 
a fultion fnma; it had tho same loation and size u the outline 
of the stimuli. and it was visible b s m m  aiah Afta  the experi- 
m m t a  gave an auditory signal, the subject pressed a switch 
which, a f ta  5 0 0  msec, mused the offstt of the fixation frame 
and the simultaneous onset of the stimulus. Immediately after 
the oifret of the stimulus a mask wrs presented for 2.000 mxc. 
The mask consisted of a network of lines and curves hams the 
pme width as the linaa wad for drawing the stimu& It extended 
about 3 d q  both holizontdy and venially. Simultaneous 
with the offset of the mask, eitha four mouth or four pairs 
of eyea were shown with one of the numbers 1 ttuaugh 4 printed 
above each. The subject's taak waa to respond v a b d y  with the 
number corresponding to what he considered the c o r m  alterna 
tive. After the response. the ' c a d  contaming the alternatives was 
m o v e d  so that the fmdon frame became visible again. On the 
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individual component trials, the procedure was identical. The 
luminana in each of the three fields was 77 f t l  

Each session lasted 1-1.5 h and began with a practice face/ 
sctombled-face block. During thb block, the exposure duration 
wan ruluced from 150 maec to a duration at which the subject 
was c o m t  on 609670% of the trirls. This finnl exposure 
duration ranged between 60 m d  110 nuec across subjects, with 
m averaga of 85 mscc. The exposure d u d o n  of the fvst 
W v i d u d  component block was set at about 6096 of the fwt 
exposure duration of the practice faa/t~pmbled-face b b c k  
Between blocks, the exposure duration was adjurted so as to 
keep the performana between 60% and 70% correct. The 
average duration over the three test face/scrmbled-face blocks 
ranged between 56.7 and 113.3 mscc, with an average of 
80.9 msec. The corresponding range for the individual 
component blocks was 26.7 to 61.7 mrsc, with an average of 
38.5. 

RESULTS 

Overall percentages correct for eyes in faces, eyes in 
scrambled faces, mouths in faces, and mouths in scram- 
bled faces were 73.8, 52.9, 78.0, and 71.1, respectively. 
Eyes and mouths, when presented individually, were 
identified correctly on 65.9% and 77.0% of the trials, 
respectively. The data from the facelscrambled-face 
blocks were analyzed separately from the data obtained 
in the individual component blocks. 

The facelscrambled-face data form a complete 
16 by 36 by 2 by 2 &sign, with two random factors 
(eye-mouth combinations and subjects) and two fured 
factors (face vs. scrambled face, and testing of eyes vs. 
mouth). Following Clark (1973, 1976), an analysis of 
variance in this design is equivalent to using t tests for 
effects of which the standard error depends on two 
separately estimated standard errors. Tables for this 
t statistic are provided by Aspin (1947), and by Trickett, 
Welch, and James (1956). The statistic is calculated by 
dividing the effect by the square root of SEf + S E ~ ,  
where SE, is the standard error of the effect calculated 
over subjects and SEc is the standard error of the effect 
calculated over eyemouth combinations. We will use 
t(35.15) to denote this statistic with 35 (for subjects) 
and 15 (for eye-mouth combinations) degrees of free- 
dom. Tlie letter "c" will be used for Sg I ( s ~  + SSEf ). 
This parameter reflects the ratio of the two standard 
errors and determines, together with the degrees of 
freedom, which entry of the tables should be consulted. 
We wil l  w t,(35) for the ordinary t test treating 
subjects as the only random factor and t,(15) for such 
tests treating eye-mouth combinations as the only 
random factor. 

According to this analysis scheme, the results were 
as follows. The effect of scrambling: t(35,15) = 6.1 6, 
c =.542, p<.005; t,(35)=8.36, p <  .001; and t,(15) 
= 9.10, p < .001 (all one-tailed tests). The interaction 
of scrambling with component tested: t(35.15) = 2.43, 
c = .509, p < .04; t,(35) = 3.29, p < .005; and tc(l 5) 
= 3.35, p < .005 (all twetailed tests). In addition, the 
effect of scrambling was tested for the eyes and the 

mouths separately. For the eyes: t(35,15) = 5.07, 
cZ.373, p<.005; ts(35)=8.29, p<.001; and tc(15) 
= 6.39, p < .001 (all one-tailed tests). For the mouths: 
t(35,15) = 2.08, c = .751, p < .025; ts(35) = 2.40, 
p < .015; k( l5)  = 4.16, p < .001 (all one-tailed tests). 

The 11.1% difference in performance between 
mouths and eyes presented in isolation was reliable 
over subjects [t,(35) = 4.77, p < .001, twetailed test]. 
However, one of the mouths was perceived leu 
accurately than three of the four pain of eyes; . 

Although the experiment was not designed to com- 
pare performance on the two types of stimulus blocks, 
there is no doubt that the individual component trials 
were much easier than the face trials. One indication of 
this is the fact that the difference in mean exposure dur- 
ation between the two types of blocks was425 msec(the 
smallest difference for any subject being 13 msec). To 
evaluate this difference in exposure duration, note that 
the difference in performance on mouths in faces com- 
pared to mouths presented in isolation, for example, was 
negligible [t,(35) = .35, p > .25, one-tailed test] . 

The present hndinlp replicate the mzin results of Homa et aL 
(1976). in that performance was better on furs than on 
saunbled faces and best when the components were presented 
individudly. Then u one discrepancy between the present 
mults  aud those of Homa st PI. (1976). h o m e r .  .This is the 
stronger effect of scrambling on e y a  than on mouths. In more 
than half of the experimental conditions used by Homa et aL 
(1976), the opposite waa found. It would seem unlikely that thb 
dkaepancy is due to the fact that different pain of eyu, 
mouths, and n m  were used, because a pilot study by the fist 
author, wing four of the five mouths and pairs of e y a  employed 
by Homa et d. (19761, found the same interaction as the pment  
experiment (the pair of e y a  and the mouth not used in the 
pilot study were pacdvsd with the m e  accuracy as the other 
moutha and pain of eye). 

There could be at least two awes for this discrepancy. 
First, it might have to do with the fact that the overall perform- 
ance levels in the present study and in the pilot study were 
hmer  by about 2m than the performane level in the study by 
Homa et al. (1976). It simply could be that the ~erceutibilitv 
of eyes in. fa- i n k s  f&r when exposure duration &meas& 
than the #rceutibilitv of eyes in rcrambled faces. but that no 
such effeG oc&n for mouth; 

A second possibility u that, for some unspecified reason. 
subjects in our experiment tended to focus on the upper half of 
the display. This would give eyes in faces an advantage over 
eyes m saambled faces, but mouths in faces would not have 
Y great an advan- o m  mouths in xmmbled faces, since 
their relative locations were more similar than were thw for the 
eyes. 

Whatever the reason for the discrepancy between our results 
and those of Homa et al. (1976). our experiment does replicate 
their major fmding of a superiority in recognizing features when 
they occur in f a a s  as compared to scrambled faces. 

There appear to be at least three explanations of this effect 
of scrambling. First, it could be due entirely to visual artifacts. 
For example. in the experiment of Homa et al. (1976). the 
location of the nose was physically more peripheral in the 
scrambled faces than in the schematic facer A second poss~bitity 
is that the conf~uration of the components could interact with 
the formation of a visual representation of the stimulus. That is, 
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the configuration could affect the quality of the visual represen- 
tation of the components that must be acassed for the subject 
to reach a decision. A special case of this could arise, for 
example, if there were location-specific detectors for mouth, 
eyes. and nose, so that an eye detector, say, would malfunction 
when confronted with a nose. A third possibility is that the 
visual representation for faces compand to that for scrambled 
f a a s  is recoded into a more abstract representation that is less 
susceptible to decay and interference causal by the mask or by 
response processes. This recoding process would, by hypothesis, 
be more efficient for faces than for scrambled faces. This last 
explanation is suggested by several fmdings involving effects of 
f a n  inversion that seem to indicate that nonnal adults have a 
specific capacity for encoding noninverted as opposed to in- 
verted faces (e.g., Yi 1969; Carry-Block. Note 1). It is cleat 
that further research ir needed to disentangle these alternatives. 

REFERENCE NOTE 

I .  Carey-Block. S. A case swdy: Face recognition. In 
Explomtions in the biology o j  language. Report of the MIT work 
group in the biology of language. Unpublished manuscript. 
MIT. 1976. 
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